The Author
Jolie DeMarco, is an author, healer, psychic, intuitive, “messenger of the light” from channeled
angelic sources as well as a spiritually- inspired mandala artist. She founded My Flora Aura, a
unique, mindful healing center in Boca Raton Florida, designed to create a place of community
for others. Through her work, Jolie has established a worldwide clientele. Psychologists,
acupuncturists, energy healers as well as people from all walks of life, young and old, male and
female have been drawn to her art, books, lectures, projects and channeled Angelic messages.
She has been the subject of articles in magazines including Palm Beach Women, Holistic, and
Boca Raton Magazine which recently credited her with being “dead on” most accurate intuitive
within all of South Florida. She has been a guest on radio shows including “Above Top Secret
ATS Live”, “World Peace Radio” and many more. Jolie receives messages from Angels and with
this information, she teaches. She quickly earned her nickname, “Messenger of the Light”, as
word of her talks grew.
Through her work, Jolie found many of her clients were in need of self-healing techniques. Jolie
believes in teaching and sharing knowledge with others to empower them to self-heal instead of
“other-reliant” modalities that are often unproductive and complicated. Jolie created simple, selfhealing techniques that bring people positive and self-sustaining results and empowerment of the
soul. She has helped her clients understand the concept of the Soul Talking technique™ and
how relations effect the energy of everyone. This technique brings self-power and positive
outcomes for all those involved. This is a term Jolie calls “equal energy exchanges”. Energy
exchanges and soul talking are the process of release, relief and equality of the energy of one’s
self.
Jolie guides people to a positive path without enabling them. Jolie believes power is in the self,
the core of a person which is their soul energy. This soul energy is within everyone and everyone
can learn how to keep that energy pure and happy. Jolie teaches techniques for people to follow
with step- by- step instructions that make it easy to comprehend and includes documented,
positive results. People who have experimented and tried this modality and the soul talking
techniques express their proof by literally “feeling the energy shift and positive exchanges that
are equal with them and others they soul talk with”. Soul talking with equal energy exchanges
brings ultimate empowerment to oneself and to other people. Positive, happy people are the
goal.

Jolie’s prolific output of creative projects, writing, speaking and teaching had an amazing
beginning as she painted 30 mandalas in 30 days. She became extremely productive and
spiritually enhanced the day she clairaudiently heard a voice ask her to draw a sacred geometry
mandala painting. on her wall. After that, she was asked to write a book of self-healing with
another 30 mandalas that were specifically for other people to use as tools to meditate and
advance in their lives. The energy of these special mandalas would draw in a person to know
more about themselves and continue bringing that person positive energies that could move them
to a point of balance. These mandalas would balance them emotionally, mentally and spiritually
as needed. For more about Jolie’s life click here. An outgrowth of this project became Jolie’s
Self-Healing Mandala Oracle deck and phone app derived from channeled spirits and Angels.
Jolie channeled these special messages as she painted the 30 mandalas in 30 days and was to
share them with other people in her mindful healing center. She has been contacted worldwide
for this incredible self-reading and self-healing mandala oracle card deck. Currently they are
used for personal healing, self –reading and powerful messages in the US, China and UK. Many
psychologists use this oracle deck for insight on their patients.
Jolie’s current projects include a program called Prehab4Teens.com and YAE (Young Adult
Empowerment) These programs are building positive outreaches and successful systems for the
futures of teens and young adults. Additionally, Jolie has an online Academy Healing
Energy.com and Academy of Telepathy.com. She publishes a tri-monthly newsletter in Palm
Beach County called Evolution Soulution which reaches over 4,000 people. Jolie hosts speaking
engagements of audiences from 20-400 attendees. She has a successful product line consisting of
apparel, fine jewelry, aromatherapy mists, crystal energies and reprints of her world-famous selfhealing, spiritually-channeled mandala paintings.
Jolie is the author of 8 books available on Amazon.com and in print. To date, her titles have sold
over 6,100 copies via print and online sales. Her books include: The Energy Exchange and How
to Manifest With It ; The 2nd Shift; Crystals, Mandalas –Mudras; 10 Things You Should Know
About Your Psychic Intuition: Stoned; Premium Meditations for Health and Wellness. Her
children’s titles include: The Enchanted Boy; You, Me and Chouky; Planes, Trains and Golf
Shoes. She recently released a fiction title, Dee Lori’s Table 42.
No stranger to social media, Jolie is available for viewing on YouTube at the Jolie DeMarco
channel and is on Facebook, Tumblr, Instagram and Google. Jolie provides a FREE one minute
Intuitive test for those curious about the levels of intuition one can hold.
Originally from South New Jersey, Jolie completed her college degree at Lynn University in
Boca Raton, Florida. Always possessing a creative and entrepreneurial spirit, Jolie’s first
business started by owning a roadside flower mart, which evolved into owning 2 flower shops
and then eventually led her to be hired by Donald Trump himself as in-house florist and manager
at his prestigious Mar-a-Lago estate in Palm Beach, Florida. During that time, Jolie connected

fully with her 6th sense abilities and opened My Flora Aura. Jolie inspires other people to
create and live happy, high vibe lifestyles—as she does herself and as she teaches.

